
6. NET HANGER
Article number: 19 530

Facilitates storage, installation and removal of the net. Prevents the net from becoming 
tangled or knotted. The hanger features a swivel handle with a hook for comfortable 
winding of the net and for hanging the hanger in the storage room.

5. PROFESSIONAL BEACH VOLLEYBALL COURT LINES
Article number: 556

Made of polypropylene tape resistant to adverse weather conditions. Dimensions: 8 m x 
16 m. The length of the lines can be adjusted with special corners. Fixed using planks 
buried in the sand, line corners are connected to the planks with a flexible cord. 
Width: 5 cm. Colour: blue, red. 

4. PROFESSIONAL BEACH VOLLEYBALL NET 
WITH ANTENNAS
Article number: 512

DimensionsDimensions 8.50 m x 1.00 m, made of knotless polypropylene net, strand thickness 3 
mm, mesh 10 x 10 cm. Tensioning cords: top - Kevlar, bottom - polypropylene, length 
11.70 m. 4 edges of net finished with tape, top and bottom 70 mm, sides 50 mm, side 
reinforcements of polyester fibre. Velcro antenna pouch. Tensioning cords in 4 points. 
Tape colour: yellow.

3. OSŁONY SŁUPKÓW DO SIATKÓWKI PROFESJONALNE  /INDYWIDUALNY NADRUK/
Article number: 11 004/IND

Made of 40 mm thick foam reinforced with hard plastic. Coated with durable PVC material. Height of the 
padding 2 100 mm. Fastened with 50 mm wide Velcro, fixed to the posts with rivets. Inscription on the 
padding as per customised design.

2. ALUMINIUM SOCKET WITH CROSS-PIECE 
TO MOUNT POSTS IN SAND
Article number: 12 008

Made of aluminium profiles. With stop in the bottom section to position the post at 
the required height. The set includes impregnated pine wood beams. Easy installation 
and dismantling of the socket in sand / for art No. 12 000/.

1. PROFESSIONAL BEACH VOLLEYBALL POSTS
Article number: 12 000

PostsPosts made of oval 100 x 120 mm reinforced aluminium profiles, fixed in ground 
sockets. Bolt tensioning mechanism located inside the post, sliding eccentrically for easy 
adjusting and locking net tension in desired position by clamping the lock. Five mounting 
points of the net for tensioning on every post. Stepless adjustment of net height. Posts 
made to meet the standards of world top class tournaments. Colour: yellow. Made to 
FIVB standard.
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